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The more abundant of the two stable isotopes of
ordinary copper has thirty four neutrons and
twenty nine protons (is Z = 29 M — 63) iJa
the reactor many (not all) of these nuclei absorb a
neutron giving m unstable copper nucleus with
Z = 29 M = 64 When removed from the
reactor the specimen is observed to be radioactive
with a half life of 12 8 hours It is somewhat
unusual in that it gives oat both j8~ and 0+ rays
Some nuclei emit electrons leaving a daughter
nucleus with one more positive charge than
copper ^e a zinc nucleus (Z — 30 M — 64)
One neutron hig become a proton and the re-
sultm-, zinc nucleus is stable The others emit
positrons leaving behind a nucleus in which a
proton has been turned into a neutron (Z = 28
i; = 04) this is a stable nickel nucleus The
overall process is one example of the artificial
transmutation of the chemical elements which is
now a commonplace of nuclear physics It was
first discovered by Irene and Frederick Johot
Cone m 1934
Lack 01 a Complete Theory
Consider now a collection of say one million
radioactive nuclei of the same kind It is im
possible to tell exactly when any one of them will
disintegrate it is a matter of chance which ones
break up first All we know ib that after a tune
equal to the half life only a half a million will
survive unchanged In general the more excess
energy a nucleus has the more likely it is to break
up and therefore the shorter the half lift of that
particular nuclear species In principle to cal
culate the half hfe theoretically one would have
to hate a reliable theory of nuclear forces and
energies This is still being sought after so it is
probably fair to say that while the laws of behaviour
of radioactive isotopes are well and accurately
known the explanation of this behaviour in terms
of the properties of protons and neutrons is by no
means complete
Nuclear Fission—Chain Reaction
A discovery important not just for nuclear
physics but for the whole of mankind was made by
TT<Um and Strassman m 1939 This was the dis
covery of nuclear fission in uranium. One of the
natural isotopes of uranium is an unstable one
Um with 143 neutrons and 92 protons It norm
ally shows its instability by emitting a and v rays
If uranium is bombarded with neutrons some TP31
nuclei temporarily gam an extra neutron which
makes them even less stable This they show by
splitting into two roughly equal parts called fission
fragments together with two or three neutrons
There are two highly important things about this
disintegration One is that the two or three
neutrons can promote further disintegrations m
other uranium nuclei and the process can therefore
be self propagating it is then called a chain re
action The other is that the total mass of the
fission products Is les«i than that of the original
nucleus This mass difference does not disappear
without trace it turns into energy according to a
formula referred to m a paragraph below (F15(l)
Application of these New Forces
Ihe world has found two uses for the energy
liberated in nuclear chain reactions the atomic
bomb and nuclear power plants In the first
conditions are arranged to promote and encourage
a tremendous and rapid chain reaction leading
to an explosion in the second, the steadj
liberation of energy m the form of heat is con
trolled for use m turbines which can generate
electricity or provide propulsion. Both uses
represent epoch making technical achievements
but mankind has yet to show itself capable of
bearing sanely the burden of responsibility which
nuclear physicists have laid upon it One thing
is certain the discoveries will not cease Already
other fissionable elements havo been made and
used new chemical elements have been created
nuclear plants ( atomic piles ) have stimulated
great demands for new materials that will stand
the heat and radiation inside the reactor and this
promotes research m other fields of science
irradiation inside an atomic pile gives new and
potentially useful properties to old materials
 nuclear power drives ships and submarines It is
difficult to write even briefly about contemporary
nuclear physics without feeling keenly the
djnbiguity of its powerful promises
Although so much is known about the behaviour
of nuclei the theory of the nucleus leaves much
;o be desired What holds the neutrons and
protons together' Why ire some nuclei more
stable than others? It is certain that the forces
Jetween neutrons and protons in a nucleus are
unlike the electrical attractions between the
lucleus as a whole and its surrounding electrons
Stor have they anything to do with gravitation
Indeed the best description and explanation of
nuclear forces is the objective of much of the
contemporary research effort in nuclear physics
Atoms
A nucleus surrounded by its full complement
of electrons is an electrically neutral system
called an atom Neither the atom as a whole
nor its nucleus counts as a fundamental
particle because either can be subdivided into
more elementary parts thus
atom •
• electrons 4-
• electrons + nucleus	\
neutrons + protons
The chemical identity of the atoms of a given
element which was Dalton s key idea depends
entirely on the number and motion of the elec
trons For example the simplest element
hydrogen has one proton for a nucleus and one
electron The latter is comparatively easily
detached or disturbed by the electric forces
exerted by neighbouring atoms consequently
hydrogen is reactive chemically te it readily
lends its electron to build chemical structures
with other equally co operative elements The
second element helium bas a nucleus of two
protons and two neutrons outside are two
electrons m a particularly stable arrangement
Indeed this pair of electrons is so difficult to
disarrange that a special name has been coined
to cover such cases—elated shells Helium, with
its closed shell will not react chemically with
anything As the nuclear charge increases
different electron arrangements of greater or
lesser stability succeed one another with every
so often a closed shell corresponding to one of
the chemically inert gases neon argon xenon
krypton See F20 (1)
Such considerations pursued m sufficient
detail enable atomic physics to account for all
the differences and similarities among the
chemical elements and in principle at least for
the other facts of chemistry as well
Ions
It is possible to remove one or more electrons
from an atom leaving it positively charged The
atom is then said to be ionised and is called a
positive ion Alternatively some atoms are
capable of accepting electrons above then- normal
complement thus becoming negative ions The
behaviour of ions is very important m many fields
of physics and chemistry and some of these will
be referred to later
Molecules
Electrical attractions of various kinds cause
Atoms and ions to form compound groups This
is the basis of chemical combination and the
smallest conceivable fragment of compound which
still preserves the chemical Identity of that com
pound is called a molecule Molecules have a
wide range of complexity from simple pairs of
atoms to highly intricate spirals and chains
composed of thousands of atoms See Fart III
Excited Atoms
Like the nuclei described above atoms can be
given excess energy and will then return to their
ground state with the emission of radiation. The
excess energy usually resides in one of the elec
trons which is executing unusually violent
motion. The electron returns to normal by
releasing its excess energy in the form of light
whose colour is characteristic of the atom involved

